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POLICIES, PROCEDURES, AND REQUIREMENTS

This document supersedes all previous publications of the American Board of Pathology (ABPath) concerning its policies, procedures, and requirements for the Continuing Certification (CC) Program.

The ABPath reserves the right to make changes in its fees, policies, procedures, and requirements at any time, with or without prior notice.

HISTORIC CONTEXT

The sophisticated practice of anatomic and clinical pathology emerged in the late 1800s and during the first decades of the 20th century. As pathologists performed autopsies to define the anatomic manifestations and extent of disease, examined specimens from living patients, and reported their diagnostic findings to surgeons, their value to the delivery of patient care began to gain appreciation and respect.

At first, pathologists were not considered “equal” in medical practice by their clinical colleagues. Finally, in 1926 clinical pathologists received significant enhanced recognition when the American College of Surgeons revised its Minimal Standards to require that clinical laboratories be under the direction of MD physicians with special training in clinical pathology and that “all tissue removed at operations shall be examined in the laboratory and reports rendered thereon”.

Recognition of pathologists as physicians and pathology as a medical profession was reinforced in June 1935 when a joint committee of the American Medical Association Section on Pathology and Physiology and the American Society of Clinical Pathologists agreed unanimously that a Board of Pathology should be established. In July 1936 the American Board of Pathology (ABPath) was incorporated in Michigan and approval was granted by the Advisory Board of Medical Specialties and the AMA Council on Medical Education and Hospitals. On July 19, 1936 the ABPath met for the first time in Chicago. The original Trustees were: F. W. Hartman, E. B. Krumbhaar, H. T. Karsner, and J.J. Moore from the AMA and A. H. Sanford, F. H. Lamb, A. G. Ford, and R. R. Kracke from the ASCP. Elected officers were: A. H. Sanford, President; F.H. Lamb, Vice President; F.W. Hartman, Secretary - Treasurer.
CONTINUING CERTIFICATION OVERVIEW

The ABPath, as one of the 24 member boards of the American Board of Medical Specialties (ABMS), is committed to continuous professional development through its CC program. CC assists physicians in maintaining standards necessary for them to provide quality care throughout their careers. CC assures the public that the physician is committed to lifelong learning and competency in pathology. The program requires ongoing assessment of the six competencies adopted by the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) and the ABMS to ensure that all aspects of practice are evaluated and outcomes are measured. The six competencies are:

- Patient care
- Medical knowledge
- Practice-based learning and improvement
- Interpersonal and communication skills
- Professionalism
- Systems-based practice

Diplomates of the ABPath are required to accurately state their certification status in curriculum vitae, publications, directories, letterheads, etc. A diplomate whose certificate has lapsed or been revoked must not claim to be board certified, and all descriptions of certification status must be modified accordingly. If an individual represents that he/she is certified by the ABPath when such is not the case, the ABPath will notify appropriate authorities, including, but not limited to, credentialing agencies, licensing boards, and law enforcement agencies.

RECIPROCITY FOR CONTINUING CERTIFICATION

The Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada (RCPSC) has recognized the ABPath’s CC Program as substantively equivalent to the MOC program in Canada. This means that Fellows of the Royal College who are living and practicing in the United States can use the ABPath’s CC Program to maintain their membership and Fellowship with the Royal College without having to also participate in the Royal College’s MOC program.

The ABPath has adopted a reciprocity policy for diplomates participating in the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada (RCPSC) MOC program. Diplomates participating in MOC with the RCPSC can submit documentation of current participation in lieu of reporting Part II & Part IV requirements. Diplomates must be living and practicing in Canada to have Part II & Part IV requirements waived.

The ABPath has adopted a reciprocity policy for diplomates maintaining their primary certification with another ABMS member board’s MOC program. These diplomates can submit documentation of current MOC participation with another ABMS member board in lieu of reporting all Part II and IV requirements of the ABPath’s CC program.
CONTINUING CERTIFICATION SUMMARY

All primary and subspecialty certificates issued in 2006 and thereafter by the ABPath are valid as long as diplomates participate in the Continuing Certification (CC) Program to maintain their certification(s). Continuing certification status is contingent upon meeting all CC Program requirements and deadlines.

The ABPath’s CC Program consists of the following requirements which are described in greater detail under CC Requirements and Policies.

Reporting Requirements

Professionalism and Professional Standing
Diplomates must hold a valid, unrestricted medical license, meet the ABPath’s professionalism expectations, and abide by the American Medical Association’s and American Osteopathic Association’s Code of Ethics.

Lifelong Learning and Self-Assessment
Diplomates must meet the ABPath’s continuing medical education requirements.

Improvement in Medical Practice
Diplomates must engage in specialty-relevant performance-in-practice assessment and improvement activities.

Assessment Requirement
Diplomates must continually assess their pathology-specific knowledge, judgment, and skills.

All CC Program requirements and deadlines are based on the year of enrollment in the CC program. Diplomates issued certificates after 1/1/2006 are automatically enrolled in the CC program. Diplomates with non-time limited (lifetime) certificates issued prior to 1/1/2006 may voluntarily enroll in the CC Program at any time.

All Trustees and the Chief Executive Officer of the ABPath are currently participating in the CC Program.

A diplomate issued a primary certificate by ABPath (AP/CP, AP only, CP only, AP/NP, or AP/FP) after 1/1/2006 must maintain their primary certificate in order to maintain their ABPath subspecialty certification. If a diplomate holds primary certification with another ABMS board and an ABPath subspecialty certification, and that primary certification is no longer active, the subspecialty ABPath certification can be maintained by participation in ABPath’s CC Program.

Diplomates with more than one certificate do not have separate CC Program deadlines per certificate. Requirements and deadlines are set by CC Program enrollment year. CC Program requirements start in January of the year following enrollment. (See Section XIII).

All CC fee payments must be made online by major credit card (MasterCard, Visa, or American Express). Paper forms and checks are not accepted.
The goal of the ABPath’s Continuing Certification (CC) Program is to support our diplomates in keeping their skills and knowledge up-to-date and identifying gaps for improvement in their knowledge. CC is a credential that demonstrates a diplomate’s commitment to professionalism, lifelong learning, and improving patient health and healthcare. The CC Program aligns with our mission to promote the lifelong competency of pathologists.
CC REQUIREMENTS AND POLICIES

Reporting Requirements

Diplomates in the Continuing Certification (CC) Program must meet reporting requirements every two years with the submission of a reporting form. A reporting form for a two-year period must be submitted by December 31st of every even or odd year to correspond with the year of CC Program enrollment in an even or odd year, respectively. The first two-year period begins the following January after CC Program enrollment.

Diplomates who are not current in reporting will not be allowed to sit for any additional primary or subspecialty examinations. The ABPath reserves the right to audit any CC reporting and the activities reported therein, even after form approval has been made.

I. Professionalism and Professional Standing

A. Medical Licensure

1. Diplomates must maintain a full and unrestricted license to practice medicine in all the jurisdictions in which they practice.
2. Diplomates may be declared ineligible to participate in CC or to take CC assessments due to the revocation, surrender, suspension, probation, or limitation of any medical license. A diplomat may not be rendered ineligible when:
   a. any suspension, probation and/or limitation of the diplomat’s license is due to their entry into, and successful participation in and/or completion of a rehabilitation or diversionary program for chemical dependency authorized by the applicable medical licensing authority; or
   b. the diplomat voluntarily surrendered or allowed their license to lapse in a jurisdiction at a time the diplomat was not practicing in the jurisdiction and did not surrender or allow the license to lapse to avoid disciplinary action by the jurisdiction’s licensing authority; or
   c. the licensing authority of a jurisdiction in which the diplomat does not currently practice terminates, suspends, places on probation, or limits the diplomat’s license in that jurisdiction and the licensing authority(ies) of the jurisdiction(s) in which the diplomat currently practices and holds a full and unrestricted license has been fully apprised of the disciplinary actions against the diplomat’s license(s) and/or its surrender, in lieu of disciplinary action, in other jurisdictions.
3. Diplomates practicing outside the United States or Canada must maintain a full and unrestricted license in the local jurisdiction in which they practice.
4. Each diplomat must provide the ABPath with complete information concerning any revocation, surrender, suspension, probation, or limitation of their license or right to practice within 60 days of the action’s effective date. This information must include, but shall not be limited to, the identity of the medical licensing authority imposing the restriction, the restriction’s duration, basis, specific terms, and conditions and all relevant documentation. Failure to report such an action may result in a diplomat being declared ineligible to participate in CC or take the CC examination or may result in revocation of certification.
5. An English translation must accompany all documents that are written in another language.

B. SUBSTANCE ABUSE OR IMPAIRMENTS

1. A diplomat who, within the last three years, has been diagnosed as chemically dependent, has been treated for drug or other substance abuse, and/or has entered into a rehabilitation or remediation program for drug or other substance abuse will be
required to provide the ABPath with documentation showing that he/she has successfully completed a rehabilitation or remediation program authorized by the applicable medical licensing authority or is successfully enrolled in such a program.

2. In the case of a private treatment program, the diplomate must show that they have successfully completed or are enrolled in a private treatment program. The responsible program administrators and treating physician must attest, to the satisfaction of the ABPath, that the diplomate has been free of dependency or impairment for a period of time sufficient to establish that the individual is not currently impaired, dependent, or engaged in the use of illegal drugs or other substance abuse and/or that the use of illegal drugs or other substance abuse is not an ongoing problem that impairs the diplomate’s ability to practice safely and effectively.

3. A diplomate who has a mental or physical impairment that affects their ability to practice safely and effectively will be required to provide medical evidence from the appropriate physicians, treatment centers and hospitals demonstrating to the ABPath that the impairment does not compromise the diplomate’s ability to practice safely and effectively.

C. Medical Staff Privileges
1. Diplomates must provide the ABPath with information regarding medical staff membership and scope of health care organization privileges.

D. Description of Practice
1. Diplomates must provide the ABPath with a brief description of their current scope of practice.
2. The description should include all areas and subspecialties of pathology and medicine that are part of the diplomate’s current practice.

E. Peer Attestations/Evaluations
1. All diplomates are required to provide peer attestations as to their interpersonal and communication skills, professionalism, ethics, and effectiveness in systems-based practice.
2. In the second two-year period after CC Program enrollment and every other period thereafter, each diplomate will be asked to provide the ABPath with the names and email addresses of two references who can attest to their ability and effectiveness in practice.
   a. Diplomates will provide two of the following four reference options:
      i. an ABPath-certified pathologist
      ii. confirmation from the medical staff office, the Chair of the Credentials Committee (or designate), Chief Medical Officer, Department Chair, or Chief of Staff that the diplomate is a credentialed member of the medical staff in good standing at the primary health care facility where the diplomate practices OR another ABPath-certified pathologist OR another ABPath-certified pathologist
      iii. a board-certified physician in another specialty
      iv. a technologist/CLS or pathologists’ assistant
3. Other references who are familiar with the diplomate’s practice may be substituted with prior ABPath approval on a case-by-case basis.
4. The ABPath will provide a secure link to the evaluation forms via email to the diplomate’s references. It is the responsibility of the diplomate to be sure that this Professionalism requirement is completed. CC reporting forms will not be reviewed for approval until the evaluations have been submitted to ABPath.
5. To update, correct, or replace a reference name or email address, email a request to [CC@abpath.org](mailto:CC@abpath.org).

F. Certification with Other ABMS Boards
   1. Many ABMS Member Boards have a cooperative approach to CC requirements for diplomates who are participating in more than one Board’s CC Program. These diplomates should contact their ABMS Boards to learn if there is reciprocity for CC requirements.
   2. For diplomates maintaining one or more certifications with another ABMS Member Board, ABPath accepts documentation of current participation in lieu of reporting Lifelong Learning, Improvement in Medical Practice, and peer evaluation requirements. Diplomates are required to upload this documentation when submitting their CC reporting forms to ABPath.

G. Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada
   1. For diplomates participating in MOC with the RCPSC, ABPath accepts documentation of current participation in lieu of reporting Lifelong Learning, Improvement in Medical Practice, and peer evaluation requirements.
   2. A diplomat must be living and practicing outside of the United States in order to report RCPSC MOC participation to ABPath.

II. Lifelong Learning
   A. Fellowships and Residencies
      1. Completion of an ACGME-accredited fellowship during a two-year period will meet all Lifelong Learning and Improvement in Medical Practice requirements for that period.
         a. If a fellowship is not accredited by the ACGME then the Program Director, Designated Institutional Official, or GME Committee must provide a signed letter to the diplomat, to be uploaded to a reporting form, indicating:
            i. That the diplomat completed the fellowship
            ii. The time frame in which the fellowship was completed
            iii. That the fellowship is reviewed by the GME committee and is held to the same standards and applicable program requirements as an ACGME-accredited fellowship.
      2. Being in or completing an ACGME-accredited residency during a two-year period will meet all Lifelong Learning and Improvement in Medical Practice requirements for that period.

B. Physician Scientist Research Pathway
   1. Objectives
      a. To increase the number of physician-scientists in pathology
      b. To attract exceptional and committed young physician-scientists to pathology
      c. To prepare trainees for careers in academic medicine centered on basic science or clinical research
      d. To provide flexibility in training pathways, while assuring the clinical competency of diplomates that select this pathway
   2. General Requirements
      a. The ABPath Physician-Scientist Research Pathway is intended for those diplomates who are committed to contributing to new scientific knowledge in basic science, and clinical or translational medicine through a career that will involve funded research.
      b. A diplomat may transfer into or out of the pathway at any time without ABPath approval.
c. A diplomate has until the third two-year period after CC Program enrollment in which to report the completion of the Pathway. The completion of the Pathway may only be reported once.

d. A Physician-Scientist research year, like a fellowship year, will meet the Lifelong Learning and Improvement in Medical Practice requirements for that period.

3. Supervision

a. Supervision of the diplomate’s additional year(s) of research should be the responsibility of a faculty research mentor. An ideal research mentor is a successful investigator with an active research program and peer-reviewed research funding. Establishment of a research review committee that meets at least every six months to provide advice and feedback to the diplomate is strongly encouraged. Research may be done at more than one institution, but the experience should have oversight and coordination by a single mentor.

b. ABPath will not oversee the research training. A diplomate may indicate on their reporting form that they completed one year in the Physician-Scientist Research Pathway, what their research topic was, and the name of their research mentor. The mentor must verify this information and should notify the ABPath if a diplomate did not complete the Research Pathway.

C. Continuing Medical Education (CME)

1. Diplomates must obtain a minimum of 70 CME credits from any combination of accepted credit types during each two-year period if not meeting the Lifelong Learning requirement in another way. Accepted credits for ABPath are American Medical Association (AMA) PRA Category 1 CME credits and/or American Osteopathic Association (AOA) Category 1A CME credits.

2. Diplomates may claim AMA Category 1 CME credits for certain activities from the American Medical Association (AMA), including successfully completing an ABMS board certification. Diplomates must apply directly to the AMA and provide documentation. Information and the AMA’s Direct Credit Application can be found at the AMA’s website.

3. Eighty percent of required CME must be directly related to the diplomate’s scope of practice. The remainder may be in areas of general relevance to medicine (e.g. ethics, practice management, informatics, etc.)

4. The ABPath reserves the right to audit a diplomate’s CME data and require copies of CME certificates. Diplomates should retain documentation of CME activities for at least three years.
III. Improvement in Medical Practice

A. Pathologist Performance Improvement and Quality Assurance (PI/QA)
   1. Each pathologist must participate in at least two PI/QA activities or programs per two-year period appropriate for their principal professional activities. An activity or program can only be reported once per year.
   2. Activities and programs that meet this requirement are:
      a. participation in CLIA-mandated cytology proficiency testing with a passing result.
      b. participation as an inspector for a laboratory accreditation agency.
      c. active participation in a departmental or institutional quality committee (e.g., transfusion, infection control, patient safety, etc.).
      d. participation in an ABPath-approved society’s slide review program. (e.g., CAP PIP and PAP programs; ASCP CheckPath, Cytology Assessment, and Proficiency Testing programs)
      e. participation in a Pathology Quality Registry
      f. participation in a PI/QA activity that has been approved through ABPath’s IMP Application. (e.g., test utilization projects, case consensus conferences). (Application for approval is located on the board’s website)
      g. participation in an ABPath-approved society-sponsored PI/QA improvement activity.
      h. engagement in one or more activities related to the COVID-19 virus.
      i. participation in an activity reported through the ABMS Portfolio Program.
      j. implementation of an ABIM Foundation Choosing Wisely recommendation.
      k. use of Joint Commission Ongoing Professional Practice Evaluation (OPPE) QI/QA activities that have been approved using the ABPath’s Joint Commission OPPE IMP Activity Approval form. (Application for approval is located on the board’s website)
      l. a peer reviewed publication that improves practice or patient care where the diplomate is the first, second, or senior author. Diplomate must provide DOI name or PubMed ID.
      m. Program Director or Associate Program Director for an ACGME-accredited residency or fellowship program who initiates an activity that improves medical education.

2. ABPath reserves the right to audit a diplomate’s participation in PI/QA activities and may require documentation to be submitted by the diplomate.

IV. Assessment of Knowledge, Judgment, and Skills

ABPath CertLink® (ABPCL) is a continuous, online, longitudinal assessment that diplomates complete each quarter (three months). A summative decision will be made every four or five years based on a diplomate’s CC Program enrollment year, and will evaluate ABPCL performance during the cycle.

A. ABPCL is designed to support continuous learning and professional development. Questions are assigned every quarter and must be answered before the end of the quarter’s deadline.
B. ABPCL has separate and distinct participation requirements and performance requirements. Only by meeting both will the overall Assessment requirement be met.
C. Diplomates in the CC Program must start completing ABPCL questions at the start of 2022 if they are not already.
D. Participation Requirement
   1. ABPCL participation is defined as attempting to answer all questions assigned each quarter.
   2. Diplomates may request permission for time off for a quarter (sabbatical). Only two quarters may be requested for sabbatical per two-year period. A quarter given as sabbatical will count towards participation.
   3. An ABPCL support ticket requesting sabbatical must be received no later than two days prior to the requested quarter’s deadline.

E. Performance Requirement
   1. Diplomates are required to have a cumulative score of at least 60% by the end of an assessment cycle.
      a. If a diplomate’s ABPCL performance score does not meet the ≥60% requirement at the end of the assessment cycle, they will receive an additional two-year remediation period to improve ABPCL performance to the required score. The next four-year cycle will begin following successful completion of a remediation period.
      b. If a diplomate fails to improve their ABPCL performance score to ≥60% at the end of the two-year remediation period, all certifications maintained in the CC Program will expire.
   3. The first assessment cycle for diplomates enrolled in the CC Program prior to 2022 may not fit the standard assessment cycle length due to mandatory participation starting in 2022. Diplomates enrolled in the CC Program in an even year prior to 2022 will have a five-year cycle for their first cycle only due to starting in 2022 (2022-2026).
   4. Certifications issued in 2012 will meet their ten-year Assessment requirement by meeting the participation expectation seen below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of Initial Certification</th>
<th>Must Start By</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2021</th>
<th>2022</th>
<th>Performance Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012 Quarter Three, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td>Participate in a minimum two of four quarters</td>
<td>Participate in the first six quarters</td>
<td>Performance decision made on 6/30/2022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Certifications issued in 2013 and 2014 will meet their ten-year Assessment requirement by meeting the ABPCL participation requirement. The first summative decision will be made after 2025 for 2013 certifications and 2026 for 2012 and 2014 certifications.

6. The performance decision for all certifications in the CC Program is made on overall ABPCL performance, evaluated as a whole, not for each certificate.

7. All unattempted questions are recorded as incorrect unless the quarter was approved for sabbatical.
   a. The ABPath recognizes the breath and variation of pathology practice. Each certification registered in ABPCL has a mandatory core component of items. Percentages of assessment assigned to core and elective Practice Areas is show in Appendix A.
V. CC Program Participation
A. Diplomates are expected to remain current in the CC Program by satisfactorily completing all CC Program requirements and deadlines.
   1. Reporting: Requirements must be met every two years via electronic reporting form submission.
      a. If a reporting form is not submitted by its due date, CC participation status will be publicly reported as “Not participating” starting the following year.
      b. All requirements must be completed, and submission of the late reporting form must occur, no later than December 31st of the following year (grace period) to revert CC participation status.
   2. Assessment: The ABPCL participation requirement must be met during a two-year period.
      a. If not all quarters are completed in a two-year period, CC participation status will be publicly reported as “Not participating” starting the following year.
         i. Diplomates enrolled in the CC Program in an even year prior to 2022 must complete all quarters in 2022.
      b. At least three ABPCL quarters must be completed in the following year (grace period) to revert CC participation status.
   3. CC participation status will not revert until all applicable grace period requirements are met.
   4. Any certifications in the CC Program will expire and the diplomate will be publicly reported as “NOT CERTIFIED” if CC requirements are not met by the end of a grace period.
B. Diplomates who enter a grace period in 2022 will only be required to complete and submit a 2021 Reporting Form before the end of the grace period.
C. Diplomates who hold certifications with set expiration dates will receive an updated certificate only if CC participation is current at the time of expiration.

VI. Expiration of Certification
A. Certification Expiration Conditions and Reinstatement Process
   1. If a pathologist no longer holds any certifications with ABPath they may no longer state that they are a diplomate of the America Board of Pathology.
   2. Failure to meet CC participation requirements before the end of a grace period will result in any certification(s) being maintained in the CC Program expiring, and publicly reported as such, regardless of the expiration date on the certificate.
      a. Reinstatement of Certification: Once a certification expires due to non-participation in CC, the diplomate must bring all CC requirements up to date within a two-year reinstatement period.
         i. The physician must complete and submit all past due CC Reporting requirements with documentation supporting all activities reported (e.g. CME certificates).
         ii. The physician must take and pass the CC Reinstatement exam if the APBCL grace period participation requirement was not met.
         iii. Certifications issued with set expiration dates must have met the Assessment requirement no later than 10 years after certification issuance via either ABPCL or the Reinstatement exam. Reinstatement may occur if there is time between certificate reinstatement and the 10-year assessment deadline to meet the Assessment requirement through ABPCL or the Reinstatement exam. If there is not sufficient time, passing the Reinstatement exam is required prior to being reinstated.
iv. Pay any outstanding annual fees and a $500 administrative fee.

v. If CC reporting and applicable Assessment requirements are met, the physician’s certification(s) will be reinstated, and the diplomate will be publicly reported as certified.

b. If reinstatement of certification does not occur within two years as outlined above from loss of certification for failure to meet CC Program participation requirements, the physician must meet the requirements under Section VI.B to receive a new certification with a new certification date.

c. Certifications which expired under prior policy may be reinstated under the policy from the time of expiration.

3. Failure to meet ABPCL performance requirements at the end of a two-year remediation period will result in any certification(s) being maintained in the CC Program expiring, and publicly reported as such, regardless of the expiration date on the certificate.

a. The physician must meet the requirements under Section VI.B to receive a new certification with a new certification date.

B. Certification Examinations and Remediation After Certification Expiration

1. Initial Certification Examination

a. If the physician has remained in active practice since losing certification, the requirement for additional ACGME-accredited training before sitting for the initial certification examination(s) will be waived. The physician must provide an attestation letter stating they are currently in active practice and have been for the past two years and a description of their practice. The physician will then become exam eligible as long as they remain in active practice.

i. Active practice is defined as any patient care within the last two years.

ii. The physician must take the primary certification exam in the area (e.g. AP/CP, AP only, CP only) in which they were previously certified, since this reflects the training requirements completed for initial eligibility for certification.

b. If the physician has not remained in active practice since losing certification, they must either satisfactorily complete additional training in a pathology department with an ACGME-accredited pathology training program for primary certification (twelve months for AP and/or CP) and six months of additional training in a department with an ACGME-accredited pathology fellowship for subspecialty certification, or a course of remedial education approved by the ABPath. The physician will receive five years eligibility to take the AP and/or CP initial certification examination(s) and seven years to take the subspecialty initial examination(s) from completion of additional training.

2. Remedial Education

a. A pathologist with expired certifications after the reinstatement period, or if no reinstatement period was given, may complete remediation program(s) or resources in order to receive a new certificate with a new certification date.

b. ABPath will provide physician remediation resources and programs identified by the American Board of Medical Specialties (ABMS) as high-value remediation programs and resources to support diplomate’s ability to address deficits. A pathologist’s remediation plan will be determined to be completed at ABPath’s discretion.

c. ABPath will only consider a remediation plan if it:

i. Is completed with the resources and programs identified by ABMS

ii. Includes relevant knowledge gaps identified by previous ABPCL performance.
iii. Includes educational content relevant to the practice of pathology and the pathologist’s expired certification(s).

iv. Includes assessment of interpersonal and communication skills and professionalism, as determined necessary by ABPath.

d. If an approved remedial education plan is completed, a pathologist will pay a $500 administrative fee and be issued new certifications with new certification dates as applicable.

VII. CC Reinstatement Examination

A. The CC Reinstatement Examination is available to pathologists during a two-year reinstatement period, to diplomates with only non-time limited certifications who need a secure examination for licensure, or diplomates wishing to exit Retired status.

B. The examination is a proctored assessment based on practical, need-to-know, day-to-day knowledge that a competent practitioner would be expected to possess.

C. Examination Registration

1. The examination registration form is available on a diplomate’s CC Program page in PATHway if needed or requested by the diplomate.
2. An examination date is scheduled as part of the registration form. Any weekday between March and November may be requested for ABPath approval.
3. The exam may be taken up to four times in a two-year reinstatement period.

D. Taking the Examination

1. Diplomates take the secure, proctored CC Reinstatement Examination at the ABPath office in Tampa, FL.
2. Any resources or reference material may be used during the exam.

E. Cancellation of an Examination

1. If a cancel request is received by the ABPath via email at least one month prior to the approved examination date, a full refund of the fee will be made.
2. If a cancel request is received by the ABPath via email less than one month, but more than 48 hours prior to the start of the exam, the examination fee will be refunded minus a $200 administrative fee.
3. If a cancel request is received by the ABPath via email less than 48 hours prior to the start of the exam, the entire examination fee will be forfeited with the following exception:
   a. Personal illness or quarantine at the time of the examination, verified by the diplomate’s personal physician, or due to a travel ban issued by their institution. The examination fee will be refunded minus a $200 administrative fee. Documentation must be submitted and received by the ABPath within 30 days of the examination date.
4. ABPath, at its sole discretion, may cancel an examination due to concerns including, but not limited to, hurricanes, tornados, other natural disasters, and public health emergencies. The ABPath will follow guidance from local, state, and national governmental authorities.
   a. Examination fees minus a $200 administrative fee will be refunded unless the exam is rescheduled in the same calendar year.

VIII. Revocation of Certification

A. At its discretion, the ABPath may revoke a certificate for cause, including but not limited to:

1. The diplomate did not possess the required qualifications or did not fulfil the requirements for examination, whether or not such deficiency was known to the
ABPath or any committee thereof prior to examination or at the time of the issuance of the certificate, as the case may be.

2. The diplomate made a material misrepresentation or withheld material information in the application or in any other representation to the ABPath or any committee thereof, whether intentional or unintentional.

3. The diplomate violated the Honor Code and/or engaged in irregular behavior in connection with an examination of the ABPath (as described under Honor Code Section VIII.G), whether or not such practice had an effect on his or her performance on an examination.

4. The diplomate was convicted by a court of competent jurisdiction of a felony or of a misdemeanor that involves moral turpitude and that, in the opinion of the ABPath, has a material relationship to the practice of medicine.

5. The diplomate made a misrepresentation to the ABPath or any third party as to his or her status as a diplomate of the ABPath.

6. The ABPath receives information that an adverse licensure action has been taken against a diplomate.
   a. For purposes of this policy, adverse licensure action will mean:
      i. a final action by one of the licensing authorities of the United States or Canada that revokes, suspends, or limits (including the imposition of any requirement of probation, surveillance, supervision, or review, except as provided in Section I.A.2.a) any license or right associated with the practice of medicine issued by one of the licensing agencies of the United States or Canada and that resulted from or is based on misconduct involving patient care and/or ethical practice; or
      ii. the voluntary surrender of a license or associated right in connection with, or in lieu of, any disciplinary action by, or consent decree or settlement agreement with, one of the licensing authorities of the United States or Canada.

B. A diplomat’s time-limited certificate will expire in the event a diplomate fails to meet the ABPath’s Continuing Certification (CC) Program requirements.

C. A diplomat may appeal a revocation or expiration of his/her certificate pursuant to the ABPath appeals procedure set forth in Section XIV.

D. If a diplomat’s certificate is revoked and the diplomat subsequently regains a full and unrestricted license to practice medicine, he/she may provide proof of such to the ABPath and request that the certificate be reinstated.

E. If a diplomat’s certificate expires because of failure to meet CC requirements and the diplomat subsequently meets all requirements for CC, he/she may request that the certificate be reinstated.

F. If a request for reinstatement of certification is approved, certification will be restored subject to all rules in force at the time of the restoration, including continuous certification and mandatory participation in Continuing Certification.

G. Honor Code
   1. Diplomates must sign an Honor Code when taking the Reinstatement exam. This is a legally binding contract between the physician and the ABPath.
   2. Any violations of the Honor Code may be sufficient to bar a person from qualification, terminate participation in an examination, invalidate the results of a diplomate’s examination, cause the withholding or revocation of scores or certificates, or merit other appropriate action by the ABPath. Violations include, but are not limited to:
      a. The giving or receiving of aid in the examination as evidenced either by observation or by statistical analysis of Diplomates’ answers.
      b. The unauthorized possession, reproduction, or disclosure of any ABPath examination related materials, including, but not limited to, examination questions or answers, before, during, or after the examination.
c. The offering of any benefit to any agent of the ABPath in return for any right, privilege, or benefit that is not usually granted by the ABPath to other similarly situated Diplomates or persons.

d. Possession or use of any disallowed electronic examination aid in the examination area.

e. Engaging in irregular behavior in connection with the administration of the examination, including but not limited to: Referring to cell phones, smart watches, or any other disallowed examination aid at any time during the examination, including breaks.

3. Diplomates will agree to the ABPCL Honor Code (see Appendix B) before answering questions in ABCPL.

IX. Diplomates with Disabilities

A. Policy

1. The ABPath will provide Diplomates who have documented disabilities reasonable accommodations in the administration of its examinations, including auxiliary aids and services, as appropriate.

2. Such accommodations must not fundamentally alter the measurement of the skills or knowledge the examination is intended to test or result in an undue burden.

B. Documentation of Disability

1. The ADA defines an individual with a disability as a person who has a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits that person in one or more major life activities, has a record of such impairment, or is regarded as having such impairment. "Major life activities" include functions such as caring for oneself, performing manual tasks, walking, seeing, hearing, speaking, breathing, learning, and working. A "qualified" individual with a disability is one who meets the requirements to take the examination and with or without reasonable accommodation, can perform the essential functions of a pathologist.

2. Diplomates requesting accommodation due to a disability must submit an Examination Accommodations Request Form found at http://www.abpath.org and provide documentation of the disability and the appropriateness of the requested accommodation for the documented disability.

3. Diplomates who provide documentation that they have received, in the administration of the USMLE examinations, the same type of accommodations as they request for the ABPath certification examination, are not required to submit additional documentation with the Request Form.

4. Diplomates who have not received an accommodation on the USMLE examination must submit the information required in the request form. Such documentation must include a professionally recognized diagnosis of the disability and medical records or other documentation of the diagnosis of the disability by a qualified healthcare professional.

5. The ABPath reserves the right to request additional documentation as necessary.

6. If an applicant/candidate is given accommodation on an ABPath examination, he/she will automatically receive the same accommodation on any subsequent ABPath examination.

C. Type of Accommodation

1. Diplomates requesting accommodation must identify the type of accommodation requested.

2. The ABPath will determine the type of accommodation to be made for a diplomate with a verified disability.
3. Accommodations that fundamentally alter the measurement of skills or knowledge the examination is intended to test will not be offered.

D. Examination Accommodation Request Form Deadline
1. Initial Diplomates and repeat Diplomates who are submitting their first request must submit the request form for accommodation and documentation no later than the registration deadline.
2. Diplomates denied a request for accommodation may appeal the denial in accordance with ABPath’s appeals procedure.

X. Diplomates Not In Active Practice (Clinically Inactive)
A. The designation clinically inactive may be used by any diplomate who reports to the ABPath that he/she was not involved in direct or consultative patient care for the majority of a two-year period.
   1. Working forensic pathologists are not clinically inactive.
   2. Diplomates in fellowship or residency programs are not clinically inactive.
   3. Pathologists working only in an academic, administrative, or research position may report as clinically inactive.
B. Diplomates reporting as clinically inactive will not be required to report IMP requirements as these diplomates have no practice from which to draw data. All other CC Program requirements must continue to be met.

XI. Diplomates Retiring from Active Practice
A. Certification with an ABMS member board is a significant achievement. ABPath wishes to continue recognizing physicians as diplomates after they have stopped actively practicing medicine and no longer wish to maintain their medical license and certifications.
B. Retired status is a status any current diplomate may request from ABPath or another ABMS Member Board. Eligibility for Retired status with ABPath requires the following:
   1. No longer being actively engaged in direct, indirect, and/or consultative patient care, overseeing medical laboratories, or supervising/teaching in a medical field.
   2. Not performing any function for which board certification is required
   3. Being a current diplomate of ABPath in good standing:
      a. Good standing for the purpose of the Retired status means the following:
         i. No medical license restrictions or disciplinary issues, pending or otherwise, in any jurisdiction where the diplomate holds a medical license.
         ii. No disciplinary actions, pending or otherwise, by the ABPath.
C. The first step to obtaining retired status through ABPath requires submitting the Request for Retired Status Application found on abpath.org.
D. Opting into the retirement status publicly lists the physician as Retired. Physicians listed as retired no longer need to hold a medical license or maintain certification in ABPath’s CC Program to be a diplomate of ABPath. Retired diplomates will be disenrolled from the CC Program.
E. Retirement status is shared across all ABMS Member Boards. It is not possible to be certified by several ABMS boards and hold a different status with each. ABPath will notify ABMS of a diplomate’s retired status and similarly receives notice if one of our diplomates opts into retired status with another ABMS board.
F. If a diplomate no longer meets the Retired status criteria listed under section XI.B the diplomate must report the change to ABPath and all ABMS Member Boards for which they currently hold certification. Only after all applicable boards update the change in status will the physician no longer be publicly listed as Retired.
G. Removal of Retired status with ABPath requires passing the Reinstatement examination for all certifications held and maintained in the CC Program prior to retirement status.
change. Passing the required examination(s) will enroll the diplomate in the CC Program the year the final CC examination was passed if any certifications exiting Retired status were issued in 2006 or later.

H. A diplomate exiting Retired status must wait two years from the year of CC Program enrollment to request Retired status with ABPath again.

I. Failure to notify ABPath of a change in retired status within a timely manner may result in certification revocation.

XII. Diplomates with Non-Time Limited Certificates

A. Although the ABPath does not require diplomates with non-time limited (lifetime) certificates to participate in the Continuing Certification (CC) Program, it strongly encourages them to do so. Voluntary participation in either the entire CC Program or only ABPath CertLink® (ABPCL) will in no way place lifetime certifications in jeopardy.

B. Voluntarily completing any aspect of the CC Program requires access to a diplomate’s PATHway profile. A link to the PATHway home page can be found on abpath.org. Requests for assistance accessing PATHway should be emailed to CC@abpath.org.

C. Voluntary Enrollment in the CC Program

1. To voluntarily enroll in the CC Program, a diplomate must enroll through their PATHway account and pay a $100 enrollment fee. A voluntarily enrolled diplomate will have the same requirements for the CC Program as diplomates who are enrolled automatically. While a diplomate is voluntarily meeting CC Program participation requirements they will be publicly reported as participating in the CC Program.

2. A voluntarily enrolled diplomate will have no mention of CC Program participation given while in a participation grace period.

3. Voluntarily enrolled diplomates who enter a participation grace period and do not meet requirements will be removed from the CC Program.

D. Voluntary Registration in ABPath CertLink® (ABPCL)

1. Non-time limited diplomates may register to participate in ABPCL without voluntarily enrolling in the CC Program. There is no cost for voluntary ABPCL participation.

2. A diplomate voluntarily participating in ABPCL only is not publicly reported as participating in the CC Program.

E. A diplomate with a non-time limited (lifetime) certificate who is required to pass a secure examination for licensure must do so through the CC program. Taking the CC Reinstatement examination voluntarily requires a request emailed to cc@abpath.org.

XIII. Enrollment and Fees

A. As of January 1, 2006, diplomates will be automatically enrolled in the Continuing Certification Program upon issuance of a certification if they are not already enrolled.

B. CC Program requirements start in January of the year following enrollment.

1. As an example, enrollment in 2024 would see requirements start in January 2025.

C. Each diplomate in the CC Program is assessed an annual fee for administrative costs and maintenance of an electronic record of certification via PATHway. The annual fee is $150. The fee is per physician (not per certificate) and is paid electronically in PATHway. All payments must be made by major credit card (MasterCard, Visa, or American Express).

1. The annual fee will be assessed in February of each year. The annual fee must be paid in the year it is assessed.

2. An additional $100 late fee will be added to a newly assessed annual fee if any previously assessed fees were unpaid.

3. A pathologist in the CC Program with past due fees will be unable to submit reporting forms or access their ABPCL assessment until all fees have been paid.
D. Annual fees are assessed until a pathologist no longer has active certifications in the CC Program.
E. An administrative fee of $500, plus any unpaid annual CC fees, will be assessed to any diplomate that allows certification to expire due to non-participation in CC and then is approved for reinstatement by the CC Credentials Committee during a two-year reinstatement period.
F. The registration fee for the CC Reinstatement Examination is $1500 when taken to complete Reinstatement. The registration fee is $1000 for diplomates taking the exam for other reasons. The fee covers all examinations scheduled at the time of registration.

XIV. Appeals Procedure
A. An individual who has received an unfavorable ruling from the ABPath or a Committee of the ABPath may appeal such determination by sending a notice of appeal to the ABPath within 60 days of the date such ruling was made available to the individual.
B. On receipt of a notice of appeal, the applicable ABPath committee:
   1. will invite the individual to submit, in writing, such information as the individual feels appropriate in support of the appeal.
   2. may make such further investigation as it deems appropriate.
   3. may request the individual to submit additional information.
   4. will reconsider the unfavorable ruling and report its decision to the individual and the president of the ABPath.
   5. will specify the grounds for any unfavorable action.
   6. in the case of an unfavorable ruling, will inform the individual that he/she may request a hearing before an appeals committee of the ABPath by doing so in writing within 30 days of the date the notice of unfavorable action was mailed.
C. On receipt of a request for a hearing, the Chief Executive Officer will inform the President of the ABPath, who will appoint an ad hoc appeals committee consisting of three trustees who are not members of the committee whose determination is being appealed.
   1. The chairperson of the ad hoc committee will convene a meeting of the committee within 90 days of the date of its appointment to conduct a hearing at which the individual may appear in person with a legal and/or other representative to present such information deemed appropriate in support of the individual’s position.
   2. Not less than 30 days prior to the hearing, the Chief Executive Officer will send written notice to the ad hoc committee and to the appellant stating the time and place of the hearing and will provide them copies of written material and a list of witnesses that the concerned committee intends to present at the hearing.
   3. The Chief Executive Officer will also specify any information and documents the individual is required to produce at the hearing.
   4. Not less than seven days prior to the hearing, the concerned ABPath committee will provide the Chief Executive Officer and the individual with copies of any written reports, affidavits, or statements of experts the concerned ABPath committee intends to present at the hearing.
   5. Not less than seven days prior to the hearing, the individual will provide the Chief Executive Officer with such written information concerning his or her position as he or she deems appropriate; a list of witnesses, if any, whom he or she expects to call to testify; and copies of any written reports, affidavits, or statement of experts he or she intends to present at the hearing.
   6. The Chief Executive Officer will submit the written material referred to in XIV.C.4 and XIV.C.5 to the members of the Appeals Committee prior to the hearing.
   7. At the hearing, the concerned ABPath committee and its legal or other representatives will present such relevant information and evidence as it deems appropriate to support
its previously made determination. However, the committee will not have the right to present any information or evidence not previously provided as required in XIV.C.4 and XIV.C.5. The committee may call, examine, and cross-examine witnesses.

8. The individual will have the right to be represented at the hearing by legal counsel or any person of his or her choice. He or she may present such relevant information and evidence as he or she deems appropriate in support of his or her position. However, the individual will not have the right to present any information or evidence if not previously provided as required in XIV.C.4 and XIV.C.5. The failure of the individual to produce information or documents requested by the concerned ABPath committee as required will be grounds for upholding and confirming the determination of the concerned ABPath committee.

9. The individual and the concerned ABPath committee may submit written statements at the close of the hearing.

10. A written record of the hearing will be made available to the individual at one-half the cost of its preparation.

11. The decision of the Appeals Committee will be by vote of a majority of the committee members based on the information presented at the hearing.

12. The committee may affirm, modify, or overrule the decision of the ABPath committee.

13. The Appeals Committee will inform the individual, the concerned committee, and the president of the ABPath, in writing, of its decision and the reasons therefore within a reasonable time of the hearing.

14. The decision of the Appeals Committee will be final and binding.
XV. Vision Statement, Values, and ABPath Logo

VISION

The American Board of Pathology improves the health of the public by promoting excellence in the practice of pathology.

VALUES

We are committed to the following values for our stakeholders who include: patients, the public, diplomates, trainees, specialty societies, Trustees, Program Directors, ABMS member boards, volunteers, colleagues, and employees.

Integrity & Professionalism:
We are committed to the highest standards, ethics, and moral principles in our work, actions, and decisions to serve the best interests of stakeholders.

Innovation:
We embrace new ideas and change through teamwork to continually improve our board certification programs and internal processes.

Transparency:
We are open and responsive in our communications and collaborations with stakeholders.

Service:
We are committed to delivering exceptional and friendly service.

Stewardship:
We ensure the ABPath is led responsibly and that our resources are managed effectively to address the needs of stakeholders.

Accountability:
We are dedicated to the continuous improvement of diplomates’ practice and the quality of the pathology profession on behalf of stakeholders.

THE ABPATH LOGO

The logo of the American Board of Pathology depicts the origin and evolution of pathology. The traditional microscope in the foreground symbolizes cellular pathology and laboratory medicine. In the background, the double helix reflects the evolving discipline in the molecular era.
APPENDIX A - ABPath CertLink® Assessment Design

ABPath CertLink® (ABPCL) assessment design options are determined by the number and type of certifications registered. Diplomates with separate time-limited AP and CP certificates will have the certificates considered a single AP/CP certificate for ABPCL assessment design purposes.

Core Content includes items relevant to a diplomate’s certification(s) and is required to maintain certifications. See the table that reflects the type and number of certificates that you possess to understand how your assessment is designed.

I. Only One Certification (either primary or subspecialty)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Required Core Content</th>
<th>Twenty percent of questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elective Content</td>
<td>Eighty percent of questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. One Primary Certification and One Subspecialty Certification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Required Core Content</th>
<th>Twenty percent for primary certification, twenty percent for subspecialty certification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elective Content</td>
<td>Sixty percent of questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. One Primary Certification and More Than One Subspecialty Certifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Required Core Content</th>
<th>Twenty percent for primary certification, ten percent for each subspecialty certification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elective Content</td>
<td>Up to sixty percent of questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. More Than One Subspecialty Certifications with No Primary Certifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Required Core Content</th>
<th>Ten percent for each subspecialty certification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elective Content</td>
<td>Up to eighty percent of assessment design</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX B - ABPath CertLink® Honor Code

I hereby attest that I have met all certification requirements in accordance with and subject to the bylaws, policies, and registration fees of the American Board of Pathology (ABPath) in force at this time.

I understand and agree that to maintain a fair and secure assessment process that:

- The assessment and all questions are the exclusive property of the ABPath and are protected by copyright law. I agree not to retain, copy, disclose, discuss, share, reveal, or distribute any part of these questions, including memorized, reconstructed and recalled items.
- The following actions may be sufficient cause for ABPath, in its sole discretion, to take action to terminate or bar for a period of time my participation in ABPath CertLink, to invalidate the results of my assessment, to revoke my certificate, or to take other appropriate action.
  - The giving or receiving of aid during participation, as evidenced either by observation or by statistical analysis, including, but not limited to:
    - Seeking assistance from any other person or giving assistance to another person in answering questions during assessment.
  - The unauthorized possession, reproduction, disclosure, discussion, or distribution of any ABPath CertLink materials, including, but not limited to, questions, answers, critiques, reconstructed and recalled items at any time before, during, or after the assessment.
  - The ABPath may require me to take an examination if presented with sufficient evidence that the security of the assessment has been compromised, notwithstanding the absence of any evidence of my personal involvement in such compromise.

I understand and agree that as a Diplomate:

- I have the responsibility to update ABPath with contact information and any information in connection with my certification, including any relating to an adverse action against my medical license(s) within 60 days of such action.
- All decisions as to my qualification for participating in ABPath CertLink rest solely and exclusively in the ABPath, that its decision is final, and my exclusive appeal from any adverse decision is pursuant to the ABPath's policies and procedures.
- I hereby release, discharge, covenant not to sue, and hold harmless the ABPath, its trustees, officers, members, examiners, representatives, agents, and any person who supplies information regarding my credentials from any actions, suits, claims, demands, or damages arising out of, or in connection with any action taken by any of them regarding the gathering, collecting, and use of information about my practice or education, the results given with respect to any examination or performance, the failure of the ABPath to recertify me, or the revocation of any certificate.